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I'm actually in a bit of a pickle, that's the best
word for it. Home; Idiocracy 2006 DVDRip
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indispensable reporting on the coronavirus
crisis, the election, and more, subscribe to the

Mother Jones Daily newsletter. The Trump
administration will be exempt from a

congressional panel’s subpoena for its
financial records after a Washington, DC,

federal court on Monday ruled that the White
House has the authority to ignore a

congressional investigation. The
administration confirmed that it will not turn
over any of its financial records, including its

tax returns, to the House Oversight
Committee on Monday. Justice Department
attorney Zachary Terwilliger told the court

that the committee’s demands exceeded its
authority and would be a “clear abuse” of its
power. “Given the unique and unprecedented

nature of the Committee’s requests, and in
light of the Committee’s repeated failure to

establish even a colorable claim to legislative
jurisdiction, an assertion of authority to

investigate under its acknowledged authority
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to oversee the Executive Branch would be a
clear abuse of that power,” Terwilliger said.

The committee, whose subpoena to IRS
commissioner Charles Rettig was one of the

first major challenges to the new rules, is
investigating whether Donald Trump’s

campaign was colluding with Russia during the
2016 election. The lawmakers requested a

broad range of information on the president’s
finances and his businesses. They have been
aggressive in their public claims of Trump’s
ties to Russia. “These documents are at the

center of serious, active, and ongoing
investigations of the president and his

associates,” committee counsel Douglas
Letter told the court in a filing Monday. “As the

sole body to which the president owes the
duty to faithfully execute the laws, Congress’s
need for the requested financial records is as
pressing now as it was in May 2017, when the

president voluntarily produced his financial
records.” Trump ordered Treasury to turn over
the records to Congress in May 2017, but the
IRS refused. His lawyers argued that Congress

had no authority to demand Trump’s tax
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records and claimed the agency was within its
rights to not comply with the subpoena. But

Special Counsel Robert Mueller said in
February 2018 that the committee has

“legitimate legislative interests.” He also said
the committee’s demands were “in pursuit of

its constitutionally required oversight
function.”
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